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UPB—the new standard in home control

Enjoy the Comfort and Convenience of UPB Home
Control
Product Catalog

UNIVERSAL POWERLINE BUS AND REMOTE UPSTART! A WINNING
COMBINATION!
Web Mountain Technologies proudly announces a new Remote UPStart Controller
that allows the full use of UPStart over the Internet. UPStart is the full-featured
UPB program used to setup UPB networks. Universal Powerline Bus(UPB) is the
state-of-the-art for home control applications, offering exceptional reliability at
affordable prices. To further enhance the utility of the UPB product line, Web
Mountain has created a series of Gen2 UPB modules which offer greatly enhanced performance in the presence of powerline noise. Read on for more details of all the exciting Web Mountain UPB products.

As featured in
www.hometoys.com

Remote UPStart Controller
UPB Products
- Wall switches
- Lamp modules
- Appliance modules
- Wall controllers
- Desktop controllers
- I/O modules
- PC interfaces
- Phase couplers
- Controlled outlets
- Fixture modules
- Timers
- Relay switches
- Noise filters
- Repeaters
- Faceplates
Wireless Modules
- Handhelds
- Receivers
- Motion detectors
- RF to UPB
Magnetic Contacts
Temperature Sensors
Pocket Programmers
UPB Manuals
IR Products
Thermostats
Irrigation Controllers

What is UPB?
UPB is the most robust powerline carrier technology offering greater reliability
and adaptability for hundreds of uses in your home! UPB sends signals through
the AC power line to control lights and appliances and to perform other functions. UPB is a “new generation” technology that replaces older and less reliable approaches to Home Control. UPB was invented and developed with the
objective of eliminating interference, noise, and other problems inherent in
other existing, less reliable technologies.

For dealer pricing,
contact Gary Koenig at
720-207-9174 or
gkoenig@webmtn.com

Web Mountain Technologies LLC
13882 E. Grand Ave.
Aurora, CO 80015
Phone: 303-627-1856
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Web Mountain’s TIM-01-A Timer
The TIM-01 UPB Timer is one of the most advanced standalone timer-controllers on the market today. It can easily
be programmed to control individual UPB devices or UPB scenes either manually or on a timed basis. Using the
Timer’s buttons, you can manually control 4 scenes. Using either the timed function or the manual buttons, you can
have your outside lights as well as inside lights and appliances go on and off at your command or at preset times to
give your home a lived-in look while you are away.
You can program your UPB modules to go on and off at the same time every day or you can set up programs to
operate only on selected days of the week. There is also a “Random” mode which automatically varies your programmed time each day so your home doesn’t look like it’s controlled by a timer.

TIM-01-A

The UPB Timer can enable any UPB device to be a count-down or delay timer. Set up as many as 99 triggers that operate by watching for a UPB Link indicating that
a UPB module turned a light or appliance on, then waiting a pre-defined amount of time before turning that same Link (or any other UPB Link) back off.
The Timer maintains the current date, it automatically adjusts for daylight savings time and leap year, it can control events based on local sunset and sunrise and it
combines battery backup with flash memory to insure the correct operation of all functions after power outages.
For added flexibility, the UPB Timer can operate as a PIM (Program Interface Module).

The “Green” side of Home Automation—save money, energy and the environment
Using Web Mountain’s UPB product line, you can save energy in many ways:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use a motion detector and UPB modules to automatically turn lights off in an unoccupied room
Avoid the incredible amount of energy that is wasted by home theater and A/V components that
stay active in “standby” mode by plugging them into UPB appliance modules and using a UPB controller to turn them on or completely off
Use a countdown timer to turn off closet and pantry lights after a short period rather than letting
them burn all day
Turn all lights and appliances off from a bedside controller when retiring for the evening
Connect your UPB network to your security system so all unnecessary lights, appliances, and
standby components can be turned off whenever the house is unoccupied
Take control of register valves and booster fans for maximum comfort while saving energy by not
heating or cooling areas that are normally unused

Web Mountain’s Remote UPStart Controller (RUC-01)

Home Automation = Clean Tech

Features

• Run UPStart over the Internet
• Save truck rolls, gas and time
• Trouble-shoot remotely
• Change or add scenes remotely
• Originate emails to alert owner or installer of exceptional conditions
• Battery backup
• Non-volatile storage to maintain all settings during power outages
• Middle ground server option avoids messy router problems
Preliminary Specifications:
• Packaging
Standalone unit with wall-wart power supply
• Input /Output Ports
1 DB9 serial, 1 Ethernet, 1 USB (future), 1 RJ-11 (future)
• Dimensions
6 X 4 X 3 in
• Net Weight
2 lb.
• Color
Black
• Input Voltage
120V AC +/-10%, 60 Hz
• Certifications
FCC part 15, Class B (pending)
• Operating Temperature
0o to +50o C, 30o to 120o F
• Warranty
1 year

Prototype RUC-01 (COMING SOON)
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38A00-1 6-button Scene Switch. A Scene Switch is also known as a Room Controller. It controls all lights in a room or
area. Lights may be turned on, off, dimmed, brightened, and set to four different scenes. Scene Switches have an
integrated infrared sensor and its buttons may be activated by a remote control (IRR-2). [GEN2] MSRP $126.85
40A00-1 UPB Relay Wall Switch. For ceiling fans, fluorescent lights or any devices that do not dim but need to be controlled from a wall switch, use this module. It has 15A capacity so it can also can be used to control large lighting
loads. [GEN2] MSRP $89.95
71A00-1 Load Control Module. This module controls the power consumption of high wattage loads such as pool pumps
and hot water heaters. Input voltage/frequency: 120 VAC/60 Hz. Output: 30A @ 120/240 VAC, 1HP @ 120 VAC, 3 HP @
240 VAC. [GEN2] MSRP $214.95
AM-01 UPB Professional (3-prong) Appliance Module. Use this module to control plug-in appliances. Plug in hair curlers and have them turned on and warmed up for a specific time in the morning. Set a coffee maker to have your favorite grind brewed for you when you wake up. [GEN2] MSRP $74.95
AM-02-A UPB Retail (2-prong) Appliance Module. Use this module to control plug-in appliances. Control floor fans,
landscape lighting transformers or any appliance that does not require a grounded plug. MSRP $59.95

CM-01 UPB Combination Input/Output Module. This module offers 3 inputs and/or 2 outputs. Use the input/output
module to control fireplaces, or to detect doorbells, telephone rings and many other input signals. Use this to monitor
the state of your garage door or light up all house lights when the garage door opens. MSRP $94.95
DXT-23 2-channel Hand Held Wireless Remote. Use this with a DXR-702, DXSR-1504, DXSR-1508 and a CM-01 or ICM to
control various UPB modules and scenes from anywhere in the home. Excellent range allows control from locations
outside the house as well. MSRP $50.72
DXT-25 5-channel Hand Held Wireless Remote. Use this with a DXR-702, DXSR-1504, DXSR-1508 and a CM-01 or ICM to
control various UPB modules and scenes from anywhere in the home. Excellent range allows control from locations
outside the house as well. MSRP $49.03
DXT-42 2-channel Wireless Keyfob. Use this with a DXR-702, DXSR-1504, DXSR-1508 and a CM-01 or ICM to control
various UPB modules and scenes from anywhere in the home. Excellent range allows control from locations outside
the house as well. Common use is to turn house lights on and off from the car. MSRP $47.89
DXT-54 Wireless Motion Detector. Use this with a DXR-702, DXSR-1504, DXSR-1508 and a CM-01 or ICM to control various UPB scenes when motion is detected. For sustained control use the delay timer feature of the TIM-01-A. MSRP
$89.89
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DXR-702 2-channel Wireless Receiver. This device works with the DXT-23, DXT-25, DXT-42 and DXT-54. It receives
wireless signals from these devices and then opens or closes contacts. By connecting a CM-01 or ICM to the contacts,
UPB modules and scenes can be controlled from any of the wireless transmitters. MSRP $73.73
DXSR-1504/DXSR-1508 4– and 8-channel Wireless Receivers. These devices work with the DXT-23, DXT-25, DXT-42
and DXT-54. They receive wireless signals from these devices and then open or close contacts. Connect to a CM-01
or ICM to enable UPB module and scene control from any of the wireless transmitters. MSRP $74.04-$83.24
FMD2-4 Fixture Dimmer. With two separate control channels, the FMD is perfect for certain ceiling fans with lighting
combinations and provides as much as 400W of power at any one time split between the two channels. [GEN2] MSRP
$135.00
FMR1-20 Fixture Relay. The ideal solution for fluorescent lights or other non-dimming loads (such as motors or transformers) that need to be individually controlled but are not currently wired to a dedicated wall switch location. The
high 20A rating allows control of any conventional 20A residential circuit. [GEN2] MSRP $135.00
FXD-01 UPB Fixture Dimmer Module. This module offers complete UPB dimming control to individual light fixtures, allowing a switched string of lights to be individually controlled. Use this when a switch is not readily available or there
is no neutral wire at the switch location. MSRP $84.95
FXR-01 UPB Fixture Relay Module. This module provides control of various functions (e.g. fan control) where a relay
allows for ON and OFF control. Use this when a switch is not readily available or there is no neutral wire at the switch
location. [GEN2] MSRP $84.95
GRI410PWG/GRI1411PWG Magnetic Contact Switch in Plastic Case. Use these with a CM-01 or ICM to inform and control
other UPB modules upon the opening and closing of garage doors, entry doors, windows etc. 1410 is Normally Closed
(NC), 1411 is Normally Open (NO). MSRP $11.46
GRI4400A Magnetic Contact Switch in Metal Case. Use these with a CM-01 or ICM to inform and control other UPB
modules upon the opening and closing of garage doors, entry doors, windows etc. MSRP $33.32

GRIT8000/GRIT8005/GRIT8050 Temperature Sensors. General low cost temperature monitoring. Contacts are
closed above activation temperature (8000-32F; 8005-41F, 8050-50F). Use with CM-01 or ICM. MSRP $27.38-$36.03

ICM Input Control Module. The Input Control Module provides two independent channels of general purpose isolated
contact closure sensing inputs to activate single lights, trigger dramatic scenes, or send messages to a central controller. [GEN2] MSRP $150.00
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IPC-02, IPC-03 and IPC-04 UPB Inverting Phase Couplers. Most homes do not require phase coupling for ultra-reliable
UPB operation. For extremely large homes, a phase coupler is a good idea. Even though most homes do not require
one, we strongly recommend a phase coupler for every home as a proactive measure. MSRP $69.95-$79.95
IRR-2 IR Handheld Remote. Turn lamps or scenes on or off with a handheld IR remote control. Requires a KPCD-6,
KPCW-6 or 38A00-1 with IR target for proper operation. MSRP $120.00

IRU-01/IRUK-01 IR to UPB Converter. Map any IR command to a UPB link so you can invoke lighting scenes from the
same handheld IR remote controller that you use to control your home theater and A/V components. MSRP $120.47$177.95
KPCD-6 6-Button UPB Desktop Controller. Control multiple lights throughout your home by simply pushing one button
on this convenient, hand held control device. Keep it on your coffee table, by your favorite TV viewing chair, or on
your night stand for convenience. Use the 6-Button model to implement “room” control. [GEN2] MSRP $225.00
KPCD-8 8-Button UPB Desktop Controller. Control multiple lights throughout your home by simply pushing one button
on this convenient tabletop device. Keep it on your coffee table, by your favorite TV viewing chair, or on your night
stand for convenience. Use the 8-Button model to implement “whole house” control. [GEN2] MSRP $225.00
KPCW-6 6-Button UPB Wall Mount Controller. Bring UPB control to any room of the house with a wall mounted controller. You decide the most optimum location to mount these powerful devices. Use the 6-Button device to implement “room” control. [GEN2] MSRP $202.50
KPCW-8 8-Button UPB Wall Mount Controller. Bring UPB control to any room of the house with a wall mounted controller. You decide the most optimum location to mount these powerful devices. Use the 8-Button device to implement “whole house” control. [GEN2] MSRP $202.50
LK-01 Label Kit. A variety of templates for creating professional looking labels. Use this kit and your color printer to
create pleasing labels for the WC-28, WC-4, WC-5 and WC-8 series. MSRP $19.95

LM-01 Professional (3-prong) UPB Lamp Module. Turn lamps on or off, or dim them to user-selected levels at userselected rates. You can manage lamps throughout the house whether they are floor or table mounted. [GEN2] MSRP
$74.95
LM-02 Retail (2-prong) UPB Lamp Module. Turn lamps on or off, or dim them to user-selected levels at user-selected
rates. You can manage lamps throughout the house whether they are floor or table mounted. MSRP $64.95
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OCM Output Control Module. The Output Control Module provides two independent channels of general purpose isolated relay contact outputs to control motors, lights, or to produce contact closures for other control devices.
[GEN2] MSRP $150.00
OUT-01 UPB Controlled Outlet. This module provides appliance and fluorescent lighting control. The bottom receptacle
is UPB controllable, while the upper receptacle is always hot. Use a wall-mounted or desktop controller to control the
UPB receptacle. [GEN2] MSRP $94.95
PED-01 Pedestal. Turn any dimmer, or universal transceiver into a tabletop controller. Use any multi-rocker or multibutton faceplate to construct the controller that fits your needs. MSRP $24.95

PLF-15/PLF-5 Powerline Filters. The 15A PLF-15 and 3.8A PLF-5 are plug-in devices designed to reduce electrical noise
generated by certain electrical devices from reaching the powerline. This keeps the noise from interfering with UPB
communications. MSRP $120.00-$262.50
PP-01 Pocket Programmer. For situations where a PC and UPStart are not practical, use the handheld Pocket Programmer to set up, test and trouble-shoot your UPB network. MSRP $119.95

PPC-1 Passive Phase Coupler. Designed to enhance the communication reliability between UPB devices. It couples
UPB communication signals generated on one phase of the powerline onto the other phase of the powerline. The PPC-1
is designed to be used in a typical residential 120/240VAC split-phase electrical environment. MSRP $75.00
RWS UPB Remote Dimmer. Use this with the WS1D-6, WS1D-10, WS1D-15 or WS1D-24 to implement multi-way switching
circuits. MSRP $45.00

SDPM UPB Home Control System Design and Programming Manual. The complete reference book for installing, configuring and operating UPB systems ranging from basic to highly complex. MSRP $44.95

SPIM-01 UPB Computer Interface Module. Manage lights and appliances in your home by controlling all your UPB products through a computer or intelligent controller. With a Web Mountain Serial Computer Interface Module you can
send and receive powerline signals with your PC. [GEN2] MSRP $94.95
SPR/SPR-3/SPR-4 Split Phase Repeater. The SPR comes in 3-prong, 4-prong and wire-in models. The main purpose
of the SPR is to increase powerline communication reliability by taking UPB™ messages transmitted on one phase
(leg) of the electrical system and strongly repeating them on to the other phase (leg). [GEN2] MSRP $337.50
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SW-11/SW-12 Single Rocker. Use this rocker with the SW-2 or SW-7 to create a single dimmer, or use it with the SW3 to create a single rocker remote switch. MSRP $4.45

SW-2/SW-211 UPB Wall Dimmer. Use this switch to turn lights on or off, dim lights, control scenes etc. Control one
load (up to 900W) as well as control other UPB devices by installing multi-rocker or multi-button faceplates. Faceplates must be ordered separately to snap onto the SW-2. This is Gen1 only. MSRP $79.95-$81.95
SW-21/SW-22 Double Rocker, Tall. Use this rocker faceplate with the SW-7 to provide a switch that not only controls
the load, but also can control other devices or set scenes throughout the house. All Web Mountain rocker faceplates
snap on and off our switch bodies easily. MSRP $13.95
SW-23/SW-24 Double Rocker, Short. Use this rocker faceplate with the SW-7 to provide a switch that not only controls the load, but also can control other devices or set scenes throughout the house. All Web Mountain rocker faceplates snap on and off our switch bodies easily. MSRP $13.95

Coming
soon

SW-2D Dual Output Universal Dimmer Base. Controls and dims two separate loads. Also can be used to control additional scenes. Faceplates are ordered separately. Use SW-22, SW-24, SW-42, WC-6 or WC-8 faceplates. MSRP
$179.95
SW-3/SW-311 UPB Remote Dimmer. Use this with the SW-2, SW-411, SW-5 or SW-7 to implement multi-way switching
circuits. MSRP $24.95-$32.95

SW-31/SW-32 Triple Rocker. Use this rocker faceplate with the SW-7 to provide a switch that not only controls the
load, but also can control other devices or set scenes throughout the house, offering 2 additional UPB control rockers.
All Web Mountain rocker faceplates snap on and off our switch bodies easily. MSRP $19.95
SW-41/SW-42 Quad Rocker. Use this rocker faceplate with the SW-7 to provide a switch that not only controls the
load, but also can control other devices or set scenes throughout the house, offering 3 additional UPB control rockers. All Web Mountain rocker faceplates snap on and off our switch bodies easily. MSRP $24.95
SW-411 UPB Wall Dimmer. Use this switch to turn lights on or off, dim lights, control scenes etc. This switch is the
most economical way to control one load (up to 900W). This switch only accepts a single rocker faceplate. To handle
other faceplates, use the SW-7. MSRP $74.95
SW-5/SW-511 UPB Wall Dimmer. This switch has the same capabilities as the SW-411, in addition to a count-down timer
feature that makes this switch excellent for bathroom fans and closet lights. MSRP $71.50-$74.95
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SW-7/SW-711 UPB Wall Dimmer. Use this switch to turn lights on or off, dim lights, control scenes etc. Control one
load (up to 900W) as well as control other UPB devices by installing multi-rocker or multi-button faceplates. Faceplates must be ordered separately to snap onto the SW-7. [GEN2] MSRP $79.95-$84.40
TIM-01-A UPB Timer. The most advanced standalone timer-controller on the market today. Schedule individual UPB
devices or UPB scenes. Manually turn all lights on in an emergency situation. Vacation mode makes your house look
lived in at all times. It also enables ANY UPB module to act as a delay timer. [GEN2] MSRP $159.95
TPR-120 Three-Phase Repeater. A small electronic device that enables UPB communication on three-phase
120/208VAC Delta-Wye 60Hz power. The TPR-120 is designed to deliver all the benefits of UPB to 3-phase environments such as restaurants, apartment complexes and office buildings. [GEN2] MSRP $487.50
TSTD/TSTW Desktop or Wall Mount Touch Screen Timer. A cost effective full featured color 3.6 inch ¼ VGA touch panel
UPB controller. Scenes or individual device control is handled thru this elegant TFT touch-responsive LCD display. Requires a UPB PIM. MSRP $765.00-$787.50
TTC-03-G2 8-Button UPB Tabletop Controller. Control multiple lights throughout your home by simply pushing one
button on this convenient tabletop device. Keep it on your coffee table, by your favorite TV viewing chair, or on your
night stand. This is a lower priced alternative to the KPCD-6 and the KPCD-8. [GEN2] MSRP $135.95
TU-16 UPB Thermostat. The RCTU16 thermostat provides the latest technology in a full-featured universal thermostat
with UPB powerline communications. Requires a UPB PIM. MSRP $249.00

UPIM-01 USB/UPB Computer Interface Module. Manage lights and appliances in your home by controlling all your UPB
products through a computer or intelligent controller. With a Web Mountain USB Computer Interface Module you can
send and receive powerline signals from your PC. MSRP $94.95
WC-28OW-G2/WC-28BW-G2 Dimming In-Wall Controller, 8-Button, Oval or Thin Bar. Use this wall mount multi-button
controller to control individual UPB devices or a variety of scenes. With 8 buttons, this controller offers control over
many home functions. [GEN2] MSRP $99.95
WC-4B/WC-4O 4-Button, Thin Bar or Oval Faceplate. Use this multi-button faceplate to convert our SW-7 into a multibutton wall controller. All Web Mountain multi-button faceplates snap on and off our switch bodies easily. MSRP
$14.95
WC-5O/WC-5B 1 Rocker/4-Button, Oval or Thin Bar Faceplate. Use this multi-button faceplate to convert our SW-7
into a load switch plus multi-button wall controller. All Web Mountain multi-button faceplates snap on and off our
switch bodies easily. MSRP $19.95
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WC-6B/WC-6O 2 Rocker/4-Button, Thin Bar or Oval Faceplate. Use this multi-button faceplate to convert our SW-7
into a load switch with an extra rocker and 4 multi-buttons. All Web Mountain multi-button faceplates snap on and off
our switch bodies easily. MSRP $24.95
WC-8O/WC-8B 8-Button, Oval or Thin Bar Faceplate. Use this multi-button faceplate to convert our SW-7 into a multibutton wall controller. All Web Mountain multi-button faceplates snap on and off our switch bodies easily. MSRP
$24.95
WGL-30080/WGL-30081 8 Zone UPB Irrigation Controller. The WGL-30080 is a modular 8-zone sprinkler controller
module that can be an integral component of any UPB installation. It is capable of driving standard 24VAC irrigation
valves directly. Requires a UPB PIM. MSRP $104.75-$119.75
WGL-30082 RF to UPB Transceiver. RF signals that are generated by X10 compatible remote devices are mapped to
specified UPB addresses, Link ID, Direct ID and Network ID by the WGL-30082. Requires a UPB PIM. MSRP $99.75

WGL-31105 8 Circuit Relay Module. Support up to 8 independent, form C (NO & NC) isolated, dry contact relays by converting their action to UPB signals. Requires a UPB PIM. MSRP $149.95

WS1D-10/15 UPB Wall Dimmer (1000W or 1500W). Whether you wish to set optimal lighting in your house for an inhome theatre, a party or just a relaxing evening at home, control your lights easily by replacing your traditional wall
switches with UPB dimming units. [GEN2] MSRP $127.50-$262.50
WS1D-24 UPB Wall Dimmer (2400W). For heavy duty loads that could benefit from UPB control, this switch is the answer. [GEN2] MSRP $337.50

WS1D-6 UPB Wall Dimmer (600W). Whether you wish to set optimal lighting in your house for an in-home theatre, a
party or just a relaxing evening at home, control your lights easily by replacing your traditional wall switches with UPB
dimming units. [GEN2] MSRP $108.75
WS1E-3/WS1E-5 Electronic Low Voltage Dimmers. Perfect for controlling electronic low voltage AC lighting ballasts
and transformers. [GEN2] MSRP $225.00-$270.00

XPW/PW513 X-10 to UPB Converters. These units are small plug-in electronic devices that convert standard X-10 formatted messages sent on the AC powerline into corresponding UPB Communication Packets to control your UPB devices. [GEN2] MSRP $135.00-$150.00
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ZNF10A-P/ZNF10A-W Noise Filter - Isolator. Used to reduce or eliminate noise or attenuating devices that interfere
with the transmission of UPB signals. Switching power supplies and other devices that run at frequencies between 440 kHz may interfere with UPB signals. MSRP $24.95-$32.95
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